LXG Power Harrow /Plow

OPERATION & PARTS MANUAL
Please read these instructions carefully before using! Always grease all fittings
and be sure to always check and fill with oil before operating! RETAIN THIS
MANUAL FOR FUTURE REFERENCE. GREASE ALL FITTINGS BEFORE OPERATING!

Betstco
83371 Melton Rd., Creswell OR 97426

1.

Preface:

Dear Customer:
With its five tine units, the rotary power plow type power harrow is an ideal implement for tilling
the soil and preparing seed-beds on farms and in vineyards or orchards, as well as for row crops and
specialty crops.
Please read these operating instructions through carefully before using the rotary power harrow and
strictly follow all the instructions so that the rotary harrow can be used safely and correctly, for its
intended purpose.
The power harrow may only be used by persons who have the required professional know-how
and who have also read and understood these operating instructions.
Please ensure that you know how to handle and operate the power harrow before using it!

General information:
•

The rotary power harrow may only be used for the specified purpose: mechanical soil
tillage and seed-bed preparation.

•

The power harrow may only be started and stopped from the tractor driver’s seat. No one may remain
within a distance of less than 10 meters around the rotary harrow during its operation.

•

The power harrow may only be operated in full daylight.

•

The power harrow may only be operated when all guards and safety mechanisms are installed and
fully functional.

•

Malfunctions impairing safety must immediately be remedied by specialist personnel.

•

The accident prevention regulations issued by the employers’ liability insurance association must be
observed.

•

The traffic regulations must be observed when driving on public roads.

•

The PTO shaft must be disengaged from the tractor during all maintenance and repair work on the
power harrow in order to prevent inadvertent start-up.

•

Repairs should only be undertaken by specialist repair shops or the customer service center. The
rotary power harrow should never be modified without authorization.

•

The power harrow may only be operated with a PTO shaft with friction clutch.
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2.

Description of the machine:

The rotary power harrow may be used for mechanical soil tillage and seed-bed preparation on
farms and in vineyards and orchards, as well as for row crops and specialty crops.
Moisture remains in the soil and the water balance of the soil is maintained since the soil is not
turned up as it is tilled. The vertically rotating cutters also prevent compaction of the soil, thus
resulting in optimum preparation of the seed-beds.
The power harrow is mounted on the tractor by means of a three-point suspension. It has five tine
units; the tine pick-up is rigidly mounted. The gear mechanism is driven via a PTO shaft and drives
the cutters in the housing via gear wheels.
The working depth is set by means of a hand spindle in combination with the support roller. The
friction clutch mounted on the PTO shaft protects both the harrow and the tractor from damage if
overloaded. An additional machine, such as a seeder, can be connected to the rotary harrow via a
further three-point suspension on the basic unit and a PTO shaft on the main gear unit. In this way,
the seed-bed can be prepared and the seed sown in a single pass.
The working depth should be adjusted in line with the prevailing ground conditions in order to
obtain the best possible results. Large objects should be removed from the ground beforehand so
that the soil can be tilled correctly and to prevent premature wear on the tines.

The housing accommodates the various components making up the rotary power harrow. The
support roller, three-point frame, angular gear and tine units are bolted onto the housing.
The three-point frame is made of robust sheet metal and bolted onto the housing. The bolts of the
lower links support can be undone and the three-point frame displaced sideways on the rectangular
profile of the housing for off-center operation.
The angular gear which is mounted on the housing diverts the tractor’s rotary motion through 90°
and drives the tine units via gear wheels.
Each tine unit comprises a tine flange, guard plate, two tines, bearing housing, bearing and
connecting elements. The tines are mounted underneath the guard plate and serve to loosen the soil.
They are secured by means of special bushings, washers, bolts and lock nuts.
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3.

Start-up and operation of the machine:

PTO shaft to match your tractor.

* Before using the machine
for the first time
-

-

For this purpose, hold the two halves of the
PTO shaft side-by-side in the shortest lift
out position and mark it accordingly.

Read through the
operating instructions for
the rotary power harrow
and additional attachments
and ensure that you are fully
familiar with the mode of
operation of all units.

Shorten the inner and outer protective tube
by equal amounts. Then shorten the
inner and outer sliding profile by the
same amount as theeprotective tube.
Finally round off thec outer edges and
carefully remove all chips. Grease the
sliding profiles.

Check that the length of
the PTO shaft fits your
tractor. The PTO shaft
should include an
appropriate protective
mechanism!

Before engaging the PTO shaft, carefully
clean and grease the ePTO shaft of the
tractor and power harrow. Then slide the
PTO shaft over the PTO shaft until the
locking pin engages completely.

* Attachment to the tractor
-

The friction clutch of the PTO shaft
must be mounted at the machine end.

Examine tools (tines)
and tine carriers for
signs of wear and
ensure they are
secured correctly.

The working depth is now adjusted with
the aid of the hand spindle in
accordance with ground condition on
a firm and level substrate or by lifting the
unit completely. The power harrow with
fitted tools and attachments is now ready for
use.

- Check that the support roller
and three-point frame are
correctly secured to the housing.
-

Now connect the
power harrow to the
tractor by means of
the three-point
suspension. Secure the
bolts of the upper and
lower links with
spring pins. Park the
tractor on level
ground and adjust the
upper link so that the
rotary power harrow is
horizontal.

-

Now adjust the length of the
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* Working with the power harrow
-

The tractor PTO shaft must not be switched on until it is certain that the shaft will rotate
at not more than 540 rpm at maximum engine speed.

-

The PTO drive must not be engaged when the tractor drives running at full load.

-

The power harrow may only be started and stopped from the tractor
driver’s seat.

-

The power harrow may only be switched on when there is no-one within its range of
operation and hazard area (radius of 10 m from the rotary harrow) due to the risk of
objects, such as stones, being hurled away from the machine. The duly prepared machine
must be lowered to the working position before it is switched on. The rotary power
harrow can then be switched on.

-

The machine must be lowered slowly in order to avoid damage to the tools and
attachments.

-

During the work, the machine must be lowered to the working depth and left with the set
control hydraulics. The horizontal position of the rotary power harrow can be corrected by
means of the upper link.

-

The areas to be tilled should be inspected for visible large obstacles before staring so that
they can be removed from the harrow’s range and thus prevent damage to the tines and
drive elements.

-

If a reversing maneuver is required at the end of the row being tilled, the tractor PTO
must be switched off and the rotary harrow allowed to come to a complete standstill
before it is lifted out of the ground for the maneuver (risk of clods of earth being hurled
off by the tines).

-

If the frame has been fully fitted with tools, its stability will be assured even without
support wheels.

-

Dust clouds may form when operating the power harrow at higher speeds on dry ground.
Light respiratory protection should therefore be worn when using a tractor without
closed driver’s cab.
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4. Maintenance, Care & Transport
The PTO shaft must always be disengaged and the ignition key removed before starting
any maintenance and repair work on the power harrow!
Maintenance or repair work must never be performed underneath the rotary power harrow
without appropriate supports. Precautions must always be taken to prevent the machine from
dropping inadvertently, for instance by using hoisting gear.
The rotary power harrow should always be placed on firm, level ground.
The power harrow type LXG is designed and built to require as little maintenance and care as
possible.
However, the following points should be observed nevertheless:
-

All nuts, bolts and screws must be examined after the first five hours of operation and
then always before using the machine in order to ensure that they are secure. They
must be re tightened if necessary.

-

The PTO shaft must be lubricated with sufficient sulphur-free grease every eight hours
of operation so that it can always be extended and retracted without difficulty. The
bearing points on the cutter unit, the spindle for setting the working depth and the
roller mount must be lubricated every 30 hours of operation via the corresponding
grease nipples.

-

The oil must be checked every 20 hours of operation.

-

Gear oil must be changed after approx. 200 hours of operation. A container must be
placed under the machine to collect the escaping oil and prevent contamination of the
ground. Waste oil must be disposed of in accordance with the regulations.

-

The rotary power harrow should be stored in a dry place, on firm, level ground. It
should be secured with chocks or similar objects to prevent inadvertent tilting.

-

The machine must be thoroughly cleaned before prolonged storage. Those parts which
are in contact with the ground during operation should be sprayed with corrosion
inhibitor.

-

Particular attention must be paid to the condition of the tines in order to ensure
maximum occupational safety and high-quality results. Before starting work, the tine
must therefore be examined to ensure they are correctly secured and wear down
evenly. Bent tines must be replaced immediately.

-

Vibrations in the rotary power harrow are usually due to imbalances in the tine unit
and may damage the machine. Switch off the rotary power harrow and the tractor if
the vibrations increase significantly during operation or if the machine’s running noise
changes suddenly. The cause must be located and remedied before resuming work.
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-

When cleaning the machine with a high-pressure cleaner, care must be taken not to
direct the high-pressure jet against bearings and seals, as this can result in
malfunctions and premature failure of the machine.

-

The screw connections between tines and tine flange / guard plate must be checked
regularly. Always fit new lock nuts and new washers whenever the screw connections
have been removed. The condition and degree of wear on the tines and tine pick-up
must be checked regularly.

-

When transporting the machine, care must be taken to ensure that there is no one and
nothing in the immediate vicinity when slung outwards with the tractor.

-

The power harrow should only be repaired by a specialist repair shop or a authorized
customer service center.

Changing and regrinding tines:
Tines should only be reground and changed by your dealer, since considerable hazards can
arise if they are fitted incorrectly.
Removal of the tines:
-

First switch off the tractor and remove the ignition key.
Disengage the PTO shaft and then the rotary power harrow from the tractor.
Remember to support it so that it cannot tip over inadvertently.
- Turn the power harrow over with the aid of hoisting gear so that the tines can be
reached without difficulty.
- Remove the fastening bolt and nut with a suitable wrench.
• Important: For safety reasons, new self-locking nuts and new washers must always be
used whenever the tints are changed.
Ensure that the tines are fitted correctly in the direction of rotation.
Installation of the tines:
-

Fit the tines in the correct order.
Fit the fastening bolt, washers and nut.
Tighten the self-locking nut twice.

Regrinding the tines:
If the tines have to be reground, care must be taken to ensure that each pair of tines in the
tine unit is reground. This prevents the tine unit concerned becoming imbalanced.
Use the transport aids or three-point hitch provided on the housing to transport and
handle the power harrow.
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5.

Safety Instructions:
-

The Implements may only be used when all safety mechanisms are in place and
fully functional.

-

All faults capable of impairing safety must immediately be remedied by specialist
personnel.

-

The operating instructions of any additional attachments installed must be read
through carefully and observed.

-

Never climb onto the tractor or leave it unattended when the PTO shaft is running.

-

Never allow anyone who is not familiar with the safety and operating instructions to
use the machine.

-

Remove all visible large objects which may be picked up and hurled aside by the
rotary power harrow. Particular attention must be paid to loose wires on the ground.

-

Adjust your driving speed in line with the ground conditions and prevailing
circumstances.

-

No one may remain within 10 meters of the power harrow during operation of the
machine. High risk of injury due to moving machine parts and objects being hurled
away from the machine, such as stones, etc.

-

Never climb or reach in between the power harrow and the tractor with your arms or
legs during operation of the machine – high risk of injury! (This is only permitted
when the machine has been lowered to the ground and the tractor switched off.)

-

The machine should only be operated in full daylight . Traffic regulations must be
observed when driving on public roads. Adequate illumination must be ensured when
driving in twilight or darkness (A detachable set of lights is recommended.)

-

Never climb or reach in between the support roller and cutter unit with your arms or
legs – high risk of injury.

-

Always wear tightly fitting clothes so that these cannot be caught between rotating
parts of the machine.

-

Safety stickers must be kept clean and observed!

-

Never open or remove the guard elements during operation. Worn or defective parts
must immediately be replaced by new parts.
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-

The cutter unit must never be operated when the power harrow is lifted off the ground.

-

Driving a tractor on steep slopes can be dangerous. If work on steep slopes is
unavoidable, great care should be exercised. Do not take bends too tightly.

-

No one may ever ride on the machine either during operations or while it is being
transported, not even over short distances.

-

Always examine the rotary power harrow for signs of damage following a collision
with any objects. Such damage must always be repaired before resuming work.

-

Maintenance and repair work may only be carried out when the PTO shaft and
machine have been disengaged form the tractor.

-

Never crawl under a rotary power harrow which is still connected to the tractor, as the
machine may be lowered at any time – high risk of injury.

-

The accident prevention regulations of the employers’ liability insurance association
must be observed when using the machine.

-

When traveling round bends, take account of the larger width / length (turning circle)
and considerable weight of the rotary power harrow.

-

Ensure that the PTO shaft halves and protective tubes overlap as prescribed, both in
the transport position and in the working position. Read the operating instructions for
the PTO shaft in this context.

-

The PTO shaft should only be engaged and disengaged when the tractor engine is
switched off and the ignition key has been removed.
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6.

Technical Data:

7.

Safety Decals:
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8.

Parts Manual:

EC Declaration of conformity
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Parts Request Form
Fax to 541‐895‐2756 or E‐mail
cservice@betstproducts.com
Name:
Model Number:

Address:

Serial Number:

City State Zip:

Purchased From:

Phone:

Purchase Date:

E‐mail:
Item•No.

Description

Qty

Comments:

14

Price

Amount

Farmer Helper Brand
LIMITED WARRANTY

Unless otherwise stated on purchase invoice, Betst LLC. warrants to original Purchaser that Farmer Helper products
are free from major defects in material under normal use and service for a period of Two (2) Years from the date the product
is purchased or shipped, whichever is later. Commercial use 180 days. Use at address that is not yours, is considered
commercial use. Consumable, Expendable, Wear Items (Examples:Rubber & plastic parts, hydraulic hoses, belts, tires,
cables, blades, tines, wedges, teeth, tips, chains, pins, brushes, filters, etc.) and cracked hydraulic pumps,
bent or broken cylinder rods are not covered under this warranty. Warranty does not cover items that have been modified,
damaged by abuse or usage not in accordance with design or maintenance.
Betst LLC. obligation under this warranty is to repair or replace defective product upon approval by; Betst LLC.,
83371 Melton Rd. N., Creswell OR 97426 that Warranty Claim is Valid. Product shall be returned upon
request of Betst LLC. Transportation charges to be prepaid by buyer. Gasoline or diesel engines used to
powered Farmer Helper products are covered by the warranty of the appropriate engine manufacture and
Purchaser must look to the engine manufacture for all issues relating to engine operation.
Betst LLC. assumes no responsibility for outside labor.
PERMISSIBLE BY APPLICABLE LAW, BETST LLC. HEREBY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES OF
ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES WITH RESPECT TO
THE PRODUCT PURCHASED, WITHOUT LIMITING THE GENERALITY OF THE FOREGOING, BETSTCO HEREBY
EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL LIABILITY FOR PRODUCT DEFECT OR FAILURE, CLAIMS THAT
ARE DUE TO NORMAL WEAR, PRODUCT MISUSE, ABUSE, PRODUCT MODIFICATION, IMPROPER PRODUCT
SELECTION, NON-COMPLIANCE WITH ANY CODES, OR MISAPPROPRIATION. BETST LLC. MAKES
NO WARRANTIES TO THOSE DEFINED AS "CONSUMERS" IN THE
MAGNUSON-MOSS WARRANTY-FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION IMPROVEMENTS ACT . THE FOREGOING
EXCLUSIONS OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES DO NOT APPLY TO THE EXTENT PROHIBITED BY LAW. PLEASE REFER
TO YOUR LOCAL LAWS FOR ANY SUCH PROHIBITIONS
THERE SHALL BE NO LIABILITY FOR PRODUCT LIABILITY OR LIABILITY ON THE PART OF BETST LLC. FOR
ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE SALE OR USE
OF ANY PRODUCTS SOLD BY BETST LLC. OR AN AGENT THEREOF. BETST LLC.
MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTY OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS OF THE PRODUCTS FOR ANY PURPOSE) WITH RESPECT TO THE PRODUCTS
COVERED BY THIS AGREEMENT EXCEPT AS IN THIS PARAGRAPH OTHERWISE EXPRESSLY PROVIDED.
THIS IS THE SOLE AND ONLY WARRANTY OF Farmer Helper PRODUCTS. NO OTHER WARRANTY IS APPLICABLE, EITHER
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, IN FACT OR BY LAW,
This warranty shall not be interpreted to render Betst LLC, or any authorized agent liable for injury or damages of any
kind or nature, direct, consequential, or contingent, to person or property.
The sole and only remedy in regard to any defective products shall be the repair or replacement thereof as herein provided.
Betst LLC., agent(s) of Betst LLC. shall not be liable for any consequential, special, incidental or punitive damages
resulting from or caused by any such defects.
Betst LLC. reserves the right to make improvements in design or changes in specifications at any time, without
incurring any obligations to owners of units previously sold.
No one is authorized to alter, modify, or enlarge this warranty nor the exclusions, limitations, and reservation thereof.
Farmer Helper (877) 876-7895: cservice@betstproducts.com
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WARRANTY VOID IF REGISTRATION IS NOT RECEIVED OR RECORDED ONLINE WITHIN 30
DAYS OF PURCHASE DATE OR SHIP DATE, WHICHEVER IS LATER.

FMH REGISTRATION
Item________________________________Model # _________________ Purchase Date_____/_____/_______
Purchased From: ________________________________Gift

 Inv#/Order# ____________________________

Owner Name: _______________________________________ Serial # (if Applicable)______________________
Owner Address: _______________________________________
City: ________________________ County: ___________ ST: ______ Zip Code: _____________
Phone: _______________________ Email: ________________________

Acceptance of responsibility:
I (Purchaser) have read operators manual and Limited Warranty or someone has read/and explained all
instructions to me. I understand this warranty does not cover any labor and that all disputes will be settled by
binding arbitration. Binding arbitration is conducted by the Better Business Bureau (BBB) located at 4004 SW
Kruse Way Place Ste 375 Lake Oswego OR 97035 or the current BBB location closest to Betst LLC., I
acknowledge my Limited Warranty is void if any attempt to repair or replace defective parts has been made by
unauthorized personnel. I acknowledge receipt of my Operators Manual and have read the Safe Operation
Section. I acknowledge understanding maintenance and safe operation requirements, item specifications,
operation, controls, and storage requirements. I understand that I alone am responsible for proper
maintenance, care and safe operation of this Farmer Helper item.
I (Purchaser) agree that persons not familiar with the operation of this item should not be allowed to use it.
Children especially should not operate or be near Power Products when in use. ANYONE OPERATING
VALUE-LEADER PRODUCTS SHOULD HAVE READ OPERATIONS MANUALS AND SAFETY MANUALS.
Owners Signature: x ____________________________________________ Date: ___/___/___
You must sign this warranty and mail or fax copy to Betst LLC., 83371 Melton Rd N.#3, Creswell OR
97426. If you prefer you may complete your registration via email cservice@betstproducts.com. This
warranty is not effective unless the Purchaser completes Registration and Warranty Form within 30 days
of purchase or ship date whichever is later.
NOTE: We may refuse warranty of any kind unless Betst LLC., receives a completed, legible and signed
warranty registration. It is the responsibility of the purchaser to assure that registration document is received by
Betst LLC.
Fax to 541-895-2756

Betst Products / Farmer Helper 1-541-895-3083
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2 YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY & REGISTRATION

Farmer Helper Machinery
Branded Products

2 YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY
2 Year Extended Warranty amends to original Recorded Warranty Registration the
time period of described coverage. Extended Warranty does not apply to
Consumable and Expendable Items as described in Product Warranty Registration.
This Amendment does not affect any other part of recorded Warranty Registration
or Policy.
No one is authorized to alter, modify, or enlarge this Amendment to original
recorded warranty registration.
EXTENDED REGISTRATION & PAYMENT MUST BE RECEIVED
WITHIN 30 DAYS OF PURCHASE DATE
EXTENDED WARRANTY REGISTRATION
Product & Model # : ________________________________________
Serial #: ______________________________
Owner Name: _______________________________________
Betst LLC. Invoice # ________________________________

Acceptance of responsibility:
I (Purchaser) have Read and understand the Extended Warranty or someone has read/and explained all
the above to me. I understand this extended warranty does not cover any labor. I have filed my Original
Warranty Registration and fully understand my requirements. I understand that I alone am responsible
for proper maintenance, care and safe operation of this tractor implement.
I (purchaser) also understand that persons not familiar with the operation of this equipment should not be
allowed to use it. Children especially should not operate or be near equipment. ANYONE OPERATING
EQUIPMENT SHOULD HAVE READ ALL EQUIPMENT OPERATIONS MANUALS AND SAFETY
MANUALS..

Owners Signature: x ______________________________________________________
Date: _________________

You must sign this extended warranty and Fax to 541-895-2756, Email to Support@Betstco.com
or mail copy to Betst LLC., 83371 Melton Rd N.#3, Creswell OR 97426. This extended warranty
is not effective unless the Purchaser faxes or mails this Registration Form within 30 days of
purchase. NOTE: The Manufacturer may refuse warranty of any kind unless Betst LLC. receives a
completed, legible and signed extended warranty registration. It is the responsibility of the purchaser to
assure that this registration document is received by Betst LLC.

Extended Warranty not valid unless payment is made before or when
submitted. To Make Payment for Extended Warranty Call: 1-541895-3083
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